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IZVESTNYI, Vladimir 
Latvia Documentation Project 
Russian 
RG-50.568*0029 
 
 

Box 1, Tape 1 
 

 
In this interview, Vladimir Izvestnyi, former investigator and a head of the Investigation 
Department of the KGB of the Latvian SSR in Riga, talks about his investigation of three 
cases of Nazi crimes against Jews in Latvia during World War II. He devotes the greatest 
part of his interview to the case of a head of construction of the Salaspils concentration 
camp, a person named Kacherovskis. Also, he describes the first days of the war in his 
locality; describes huge massacres of Jews in detail; comments on the situation in the 
camp, in Riga, and other camps; emphasizes the Nazi and Latvian collaborators’ brutal 
treatment of Jews and gives many details of such treatment. 
 
In addition, he discusses the responsibility of all war criminals for their crimes, and the 
controversial attitude of the current Latvian authorities, as well as Latvian historians, 
toward the situation in Latvia during the Nazi occupation. 
 
 
[01:] 01:00:00 – [01:] 11:08:59 
 
He mentions he was born on April 5, 1928, in the Latvian village of Dekšis (Dekshis), 
Balvi Volost (district), now Balvi Rajonas (county), 200 km east of Riga, close to the 
Russian border, in a Russian farmer’s family; says that he was the youngest of five 
children.  
 
After the Germans captured Riga on July 1, 1941, the family made a decision to evacuate 
the next day; describes their evacuation by wagon to the east in the direction of Abrene 
(now Pytalovo, Russia) and its being interfered with by German troops in the village of 
Viliaki, 27 km from their home.  
 
[01:] 11:09:00 – [01:] 20:31:59 
 
He talks about returning on the way home on July 3, following an order by the Germans; 
says that on the way, they saw corpses of killed soldiers and overturned vehicles, trucks 
with German soldiers, and how civilian men with guns and white stripes on their arms 
(Latvian fascist militia, “pasaj sarbita” — “Self-Protection”) stole things from people on 
the road; discusses their watching the looting of Jewish stores along Riga Street in Balvi. 
 
He remembers their returning to their looted home and how they found that his father and 
older brother, who both had remained at home, had been arrested by the “Self-Protection” 
for service in the “Working Guard” (police created after the Soviet annexation of Latvia); 
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describes the execution of his brother for [not?] guarding a bridge; gives names of people 
who executed his brother; says that while his father was in prison, he, his mother, and his 
sister brought his father parcels. 
 
[01:] 20:32:00 – [01:] 31:47:59 
 
He discusses the state of Jews in Balvi after the Germans came: First, they were used as 
janitors on the streets, they were banned from walking on sidewalks, and were only 
allowed to walk in the road; then they were arrested and put into barns of a mill on the 
city outskirts; remembers their regrets that they did not flee due to positive memories of 
good behavior by the Germans during World War I.  
 
He describes a big column of about 800 Jews under guard, which he met in Balvi on the 
road to Celmene (Tselmene) at the beginning of August; describes their bad mood; says 
that they had been told they would be sent to work somewhere, but they already sensed 
what awaited them in reality; mentions that they already knew that on July 4 Nazis 
burned Jews alive in Riga’s synagogue; Jews were marching in columns by four people 
in a row; by families; young children were held in arms; people walked in silence, there 
were no cries. 
  
He remembers machine-gun fire and shooting of guns that he heard later at home, four 
kilometers from Balvi; the shooting continued until sunset. 
 
[01:] 31:48:00 – [01:] 35:49:00 
 
He tells how he visited the site of the massacre on the next day; describes wide and deep 
pits; corpses in the pits were lightly covered up with earth; everything was lightly 
covered with white liquid – lime; he heard how, at dawn, a man climbed out of the pit 
and went back to the town; according to peasants bringing lime, he was killed; peasants 
who had transported the lime to the pits saw him climb out and later told that he was 
killed.  
 
 

Box 1, Tape 2 
 
 
[02:] 00:31:00 – [02:] 10:29:59 
 
He continues descriptions of the massacre site: The corpses were laid out in several rows; 
there were empty vodka boxes and bottles as well as a lot of gun shells strewn 
everywhere; tells, quoting local people, how the massacre was conducted; victims were 
taken to the place of execution and undressed by inhabitants of Balvi and neighboring 
villages, but he did not see who did the shooting; heard that local people were told that 
they could “test themselves,” meaning they could participate, and some accepted the 
offer; heard that some drunken locals said: “They cleaned our air of Jews”; after the Jews 
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were executed, some, 25–30, maybe more, Soviet activists bound by barbed wire were 
brought to the place and killed. 
 
[02:] 10:30:00 – [02:] 22:45:59 
 
He explains his motives as to why he agreed to be interviewed: Next generations have to 
know what happened in the past to prevent repetition of these kinds of events; discusses 
the falsification of history in contemporary Latvia, which is opposed by some scholars’ 
opinions; gives his own view. 
 
He states his years of work as a KGB investigator: 1956–1977. 
 
[02:] 22:46:00 – [02:] 35:03:00 
 
He discusses the controversial position of the Latvian authorities concerning the 
Latvians’ behavior at the time of the war; tells about his participation in the partisan 
movement consisting of the First Latvian Partisan Brigade from the beginning of 1943–
July 1944; tells how he worked in the KGB of the Latvian SSR as an investigator and as 
head of the investigating staff.  
 
 

Box 1, Tape 3 
 
 
[03:] 00:32:00 – [03:] 10:02:59 
 
He tells about the beginning of his work as an investigator and about his starting from 
studying the Extraordinary Commission materials, and others; recalls the amnesty for 
Nazi collaborators who did not participate in the crimes themselves. 
  
[03:] 10:03:00 – [03:] 21:10:59 
 
He tells at length about the case of Kacherovskis, Magnus Eduardovich (Kačerovskis, 
Magnus Eduardovič) in 1959: Kacherovskis, born in 1907, civil engineer, was the chief 
manager of the Salaspils concentration camp construction from the very beginning in 
1941, under supervision of von Lange; he left with the German army; was taken a 
prisoner in Courland; did not reveal his activities at the camp and connection with SD; 
was convicted for his service in the armed forces, “Wehrmacht,” and was amnestied; 
came back to Riga and managed the restoration of St. Peter’s Church in Riga’s Old City; 
he hired former policemen and German servicemen; Kacherovskis had been identified in 
a Riga street by a former prisoner of Salaspils named Stanislav Rozanov; he worked at a 
power-saw bench in the Salaspils camp from the beginning to the end. 
 
[03:] 21:11:00 – [03:] 30:09:59 
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[Showing a map of the camp:] He tells about the construction of the camp and about the 
work that Jews performed; says the Jews carried boards from a power-saw bench 
barracks building; recounts the investigation, the search and interrogation of witnesses, 
etc. — to have enough grounds to prosecute Kacherovskis; recalls testimonial evidence 
of how Kacherovskis caned “negligent” prisoners, pushed them into a fire while they 
warmed themselves, and more. 
 
[03:] 30:10:00 – [03:] 35:28:00 
 
He continues describing the investigation: He worked alone; worked two months; 
emphasizes that a knowledge of the two languages—Russian and Latvian—helped him 
very much; examined more than 300 former prisoners and other witnesses, among them 
were Latvians, Russians, Belorussians, and only one Jew— Josef Kartner from Brno, 
Czechoslovakia. 
 
 

Box 2, Tape 4 
 
 
[04:] 00:34:00 – [04:] 12:23:59 
 
He talks about Josef Kartner, who was transported with his mother from Terezin in 1942; 
as far as he knows, Kartner was the only surviving Jew from Salaspils; he used to be a 
mechanic at a factory, a member of a bicycle society, bachelor, and a jack-of-all-trades; 
in the camp he fixed cars and trucks, other apparatuses, radios, watches for SS-members, 
etc.; recalls that Kacherovskis came to the camp every day with Lange, who always shot 
at people. 
 
He says that there were Jewish people from many European countries; first Jews worked 
at the power-saw bench: they substituted for the Soviet POWs who died of cold and 
starvation; the POWs dragged logs from icy river water; they lived in pits dug in a field; 
all 3,000 Soviet POWs brought to Salaspils from the Ösel (Saaremaa) Island in Estonia 
had died by spring; Jews could not endure the work as well, and also were replaced by 
others; the guards consisted of locals—Latvians; corpses of POWs and Jews were stacked 
together like logs—until the spring time.  
 
[04:] 12:24:00 – [04:] 19:49:59 
 
He continues the description of the camp: the corpses were buried in different places; 
Rumbula is the largest grave; the first Latvian Jews appeared in the camp in November–
December of 1941; tells about trains with European Jews; first newcomers were located 
in Riga’s central ghetto, which was free of Jews at the time: all local Jews had been 
liquidated in Rumbula; people had been told they were being sent for some job, and they 
left with their belongings; in Rumbula, they were kicked out of cars with canes, with 
dogs, and driven to a place of execution; prisoners—Jews and political ones—brought the 
victims’ belongings to a large special barrack built for this goal; there the things were 
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unpacked, sorted and stored; a Jew from Germany named Helfein was in charge of this 
storage; he was a textile-worker; he was there until the end of the camp; SS officers 
(Lange and other) came to the storage facility with their wives and girlfriends and 
selected things for themselves; some SS officers gave watches to Kartner to fix and then 
sold them— earning money; recalls that Kartner’s mother was settled in the ghetto in a 
five-story house on Gerasikas Street which was known as the “Prague House.”   
 
[04:] 19:50:00 –  [04:] 29:09:59 
 
He tells that Jews were sent to the camp to replace those leaving—until all of them were 
liquidated (in 1943); describes about the sizes of the graves; discusses the system of 
humiliation, persecution, and extermination applied in the camp; Jews, predominantly, 
were punished for any transgressions (political prisoners were shot, as a rule); those who 
had fallen down at a road were shot; describes the place of executions: the place was laid 
out by a Latvian, Karlis Bush [Buš], an artist and graphic designer; there was a gallows 
and a special bench for tortures; a piece of the gallows noose can be seen in a Riga 
museum; prisoners were divided into work groups of 15 people with one as the head; 
every evening, heads of groups had to report on how individuals had worked—good, 
satisfactory, bad, or very bad; those who worked badly got no less than 25 (sometimes to 
50) lashes with birches, later straps; the prisoner was bound to the bench, and had to 
count kicks; lashing did not stop even if the man lost consciousness; then other prisoners 
took him away; some people died after such torture. 
 
[04:] 29:10:00– [04:] 35:42:00 
 
He tells about demonstrative executions arranged on days of rest: Lange, Kacherovskis, a 
camp commandant (Richard Nichel until 1943), the Riga Ghetto chief Kurt Krause and 
other SS figures (gives names; calls all of them “the gang”) came to the camp with their 
wives and “ladies” to watch this show; adds that in summertime, prisoners had to bring 
young birches and create a shade for them; prisoners formed a square and watched the 
procedure; recounts some punishments; one traded a ring for food and was sentenced to 
death; someone who worked “badly” got death; Jews were forced to walk on their hands 
(two other prisoners held the victim’s legs); jump as a hare and as a frog; carry a 
handbarrow with sand or stones there and back; “lie down–stand up!” and more; during 
winter, at the end of the work day, they forced a Jew to undress, took him to a frozen 
river and poured ice water over him from buckets until he froze to death; recalls an 
episode: when a young Jew was put in this situation, he snatched a bucket from an SS-
officer’s hands, emptied it over him, and jumped into the water. 
 
He recounts another episode: There was a 15-year-old boy from Czechoslovakia named 
Josef; he worked at the power-saw bench: he heated water, etc.; once, Lange had heard he 
was singing a melody similar to the Internationale; Lange called him, forced him to sing 
the whole song, ordered him to go for water, and shot him. 
 
 

Box 2, Tape 5 
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[05:] 00:39:00 – [05:] 10:00:59 
 
He adds that when work group heads saw the punishment of “bad workers,” they stopped 
informing on such people; then, on one of the execution days, the heads were aligned 
near the gallows, and Commandant Krause began ask them, who in their group worked 
badly; the first head answered: “No one,” and was immediately shot, and the second one, 
and the third… 
 
He informs that Kacherovskis was tried by the Supreme Court of the Latvian SSR and 
shot. 
 
He turns to a discussion of the Riga ghetto: prisoners were carried from the Central 
Prison for work at the power-saw bench by trucks; the guard and SS-officers, including 
Lange and Kacherovskis went behind; on November 29, 1941, the witness Rozanov 
witnessed from the truck a column of Jews—men, women, children—which was being 
driven along Moscow Street to Rumbula; those who were behind or fell on the road were 
shot; in Rumbula, the Jews were undressed, hurried to pits with canes, and shot; another 
witness, Boris Krupnik (he was in the ghetto and survived), saw how trucks approached 
the ghetto hospital, and someone threw children into an open truck from windows on the 
second floor; usually, these children were killed with canes and rifle butts. 
 
[05:] 10:01:00 – [05:] 20:05:59 
 
He tells that policemen (Schutzmänner) escorted Jews to a place of execution; a witness, 
Mariya Zhukovskaya, told how in the first days of July 1941, policemen drove a group 
of Jewish men and women along a street; one woman gave birth to a baby on the road; a 
policeman killed the baby with a cane, smashed the mother’s head, while people 
continued their way; adds that they tied Jews’ hands behind their backs with barbed wire, 
as distinct from political prisoners; mentions that by November 1941 not all Riga Jews 
were shot, some still worked in Meža-Park [Mezha-Park]; among them was a historian 
Peresei Gurevich who worked at the Latvian State University Zoological Institute in 
Kleist on the outskirts of Riga, as an odd-job man (to keep fires going, chop firewood, 
etc.); Gurevich is alive, and in 1990 he published his memoirs in Berlin; remembers that 
they cultivated lice on his and other Jews’ arms for preparing antilice medication for the 
“Wehrmacht,” but according to other witnesses, these cultivated lice were used as a 
source of infection in the Salaspils camp, where an outbreak of typhus occurred; 
emphasizes that he was not able to investigate this subject because all the camp’s 
physicians fled with the Nazis, and Western countries did not extradite them, even those 
who conducted experiments with children; 
 
[Indicating on a map:] He shows grave no. 6 where the incineration of corpses was 
begun in 1943; it lasted without a break until the summer of 1944; the smoke and stench 
spread to a large area; this happened not only in Salaspils; the earth around Riga was 
stuffed with Jewish graves: delivering people—shooting them—burning the bodies… 
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[05:] 20:06:00 – [05:] 31:32:59 
 
He says that, among the victims, there were people executed and people dying of 
exhaustion, as well as children poisoned with arsenic; a former prisoner who worked as 
medical attendant testified that children died after being fed (makes reference to the 
Extraordinary Commission materials); to disguise their actions, they placed crosses on 
the graves. 
 
He comments on the question of why the Nazis transported Jews from other parts of 
Europe to Latvia much more than to neighboring republics and why Riga became a 
cemetery of Europe; his answer: because in Latvia more volunteer units were formed—
nobody forced people to serve in the police; profascist ideology prevailed in Latvia from 
the end of 1930s. 
 
[05:] 31:33:00 – [05:] 35:00:00 
  
He talks about sterilization of the Jewish wives оf non-Jews, which occurred at the 
University Clinic First City Hospital; more than 200 women were subjected to 
sterilization. 
 
 

Box 2, Tape 6 
 
 
[06:] 00:30:00 – [06:] 11:14:59 
 
He discusses another case he investigated—the massacre in Lepaya. (Lepaya was a 
Russian version of a name of the city of Liepäja at the time): the Jewish population of 
Lepaya was 6,000-7,000 people before the war; all were exterminated; the execution took 
place on December 15, 1941, in Skeda on the Baltic shore; it was one of the last mass 
shootings in Latvia; the action was managed by the SD; its headquarters was located on 
Kurmaas Prospect; a German representative came at the time of the investigation and 
questioned witnesses in the presence of lawyers and prosecutors. 
The 21st Police Battalion carried out the action; “Schutzmänner” drove Jews—group by 
group, all in one day—to a small storage house at the shore; then they pushed naked 
people to their grave; a long ditch was dug along the sea; the sea-side parapet was higher; 
victims were positioned there; “Schutzmänner” shot from the opposite side; this was 
repeated periodically; vodka was delivered for them; some were walking on dead bodies, 
shooting people who were still alive, pushing them into the pit. 
 
He tells about photographs taken by an SD-officer; he hung the film up for drying within 
the SD building; a few Jews were still retained there for physical work; among janitors, 
there were two Jews, one named Gibbson [Gibson], who was a professional 
photographer, and Stein [Shteyn]; Gibbson copied the film; [shows some photographs:] 
suggests, that the USHMM can request a copy of the film from an archive in Riga. 
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He says that the investigation and trial were conducted in 1971 after about 15 accused 
persons were found; the trial took place in Riga; ten accused were shot; [shows a book of 
the Salaspils camp and photographs from the book:] he wrote an introduction for this 
book.  
 
He mentions that some officers were found near Hanover; a photographer, named Strod, 
was also found; another one, Baumgartner [Baumgatner], was found in East Germany, 
where he was a deputy director of a corporation; Baumgartner was tried in Berlin and 
shot. 
 
[06:] 11:15:00 – [06:] 20:06:59 
 
He gives an example of an individual killing which he investigated: At the end of 
September 1941, a Jewish farmer was ploughing with a horse; two “Schutzmänner” 
reached him, led him to the nearest bushes and killed him; they later reported on their 
liquidation of a Jew; one of the two was found. 
 
He describes the investigation at the place: Local peasants, who were seeing how 
“Schutzmänner” escorted the Jew and later saw the new grave, could indicate a place of 
the grave only roughly—birches and alders thick 12–14 cm in circumference grew there; 
meanwhile, for a trial, they had to find the corpse; tells how they searched a place with 
disturbed soil that was suspected as a burial place, cleared the surface of plants, and dug a 
vast pit—so as not to damage the remains; when a dead man’s body was exhumed, no 
one wanted to touch it; then he put gloves on and pulled the corpse out of the pit; an 
expert determined that the Jew had been shot in the back; one of the bullets belonged to 
the accused man’s gun; he was convicted. 
 
He discusses the question of the extradition of war criminals living in the West: The 
names and locations of many of them are well known; emphasizes that there was not a 
single case in Latvia after 1990. 
 
[06:] 20:07:00 – [06:] 29:34:00 
 
He focuses on the statement that the Holocaust investigation could not be closed until the 
names of all victims would be ascertained, and all criminals would be condemned; 
expresses his professional and human feelings concerning this subject; emphasizes that 
this is necessary for punishment and for historical propriety as well; denounces both 
Stalinism and Hitlerism; as a citizen and patriot of Latvia, he does not want his country to 
look as if it was hiding something in its past. 
 
He expresses his appreciation to Nathan Beyrak and gives his best wishes to the 
interviewers.  
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